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Abstract
This article presents an analysis of the academic integration experiences of mainland Chinese tertiary-level students in
Germany. Using Tinto’s model, the article explores the challenges that Chinese students face during their academic integra-
tion, the strategies they employ, and the relationship between academic and social integration. The data were collected in
spring 2016 by interviewing 26mainland Chinese students studying either in German universities or universities of applied
sciences. Four major challenges were identified and analyzed: language barrier, knowledge gap, pedagogical differences,
and cultural differences. An important outcome of the study presented is that social integration serves as a facilitator for
enhancing academic integration, but is not a prerequisite for academic success. Group learning with peers was found to
enhance learning outcomes. Overall, Chinese students have exploited their own advantages in academic integration by
exploring feasible strategies and benefiting from their past learning experiences. It is suggested that academic integration
as a long and challenging process for international students should be acknowledged by the German HEIs, and that more
institutional support and guidance are needed.
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1. Introduction
While the migration studies literature generally focuses
on the integration of labormigrants, familymigrants, and
asylum seekers, there is less research focusing on the in-
tegration of international students. This is partly because
international student mobility is often seen as ‘tempo-
rary’, and international students constitute a ‘less prob-
lematic’ group of foreign arrivals. However, the number
of students pursuing studies abroad continues to surge
as higher education institutions around the world com-
pete for the most talented students, and university en-
rolment continues to increase worldwide. International
students have become the key target of many countries’
battlefields of global competition for brightest and best.
Canada, for example, has recently changed its electronic
immigration selection system to make it easier for inter-
national students to become citizens. It counts half of
students’ time spent studying in Canada toward the pe-
riod of residence required for citizenship (Smith, 2017).
Meanwhile, many European countries, such as Germany,
France, the Netherlands, and Finland, have also pursued
a policy of allowing international university graduates an
extension to their residence permits for job seeking after
graduation. International students are no longer classed
as ‘temporary migrants’, rather it is hoped that their stay
in the host countrywill increasemotivation for long-term
settlement, and that their temporary movement could
be part of a deliberate strategy for permanent migra-
tion (Tremblay, 2005). Thus, integration of international
students has become topical and deserves more schol-
arly attention.
Nevertheless, international students still only consti-
tute a minority of the total tertiary student population.
Chinese students are the most numerous of the interna-
tional tertiary-level students (UNESCO Institute for Statis-
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tics, 2016). In 2013, over 4.1 million Chinese were study-
ing abroad, representing 1.8 percent of all tertiary enrol-
ments globally (UNESCO Institute for Statistics, 2016). Be-
tween the introduction of Deng Xiaoping’s opening pol-
icy in the 1970s and 2015, around four million Chinese
students went abroad to study, and this figure increases
by approximately 19 percent annually. In 2016, about
520,000 Chinese students moved to study abroad (Min-
istry of Education of P. R. of China, 2016).
Chinese studentmigrationmostly aims at the English-
speaking countries (Chen & Ross, 2015; Gu & Schweis-
furth, 2006; Kajanus, 2016), while Germany is the most
popular destination among the non-English-speaking
countries. According to the Institute of International Ed-
ucation, about 30,511 Chinese students were studying
in Germany in 2015, making them the second largest
group of international students in Germany (after Turk-
ish students). The share of Chinese students of the in-
ternational student population in Germany is around
ten percent (Wissenschaft Weltoffen, 2016). Although
most degree programs are still offered in German lan-
guage (Bessey, 2012), Germany has become an increas-
ingly popular choice for higher education among Chi-
nese students.
Germany is a popular destination among Chinese
students for several reasons. First, it is one of the few
countries to offer all nationalities high quality higher
education free of charge or for modest tuition fees,
which is a major attractive factor for international stu-
dents. Both English- and German-taught programs are
provided for international students. Unlike many non-
English-speaking countries that are recruiting interna-
tional students for English-taught programs, most in-
ternational students study on German-taught programs
alongside native German students. German language is
taught in universities across the globe and language in-
stitutes such as the Goethe Institut. Germany also ar-
ranges established standardized German language tests
(DSH and TestDaF) in many countries in the world, where
students can obtain a language certificate in support of
their applications for studies in Germany. For those stu-
dents who cannot reach the requirement to begin their
academic studies in Germany, it is possible to start the
studies in the Studienkollegs (Studienkolleg für ausländis-
che Studierende) at German colleges and universities.
These studies function as a ‘bridge’ to help international
students enhance their German language skills, and be-
come acquainted with German academic culture. Fur-
ther, Germany has an organization specialized in promot-
ing academicmobility betweenGermany andother coun-
tries. The German Academic Exchange Service DAAD
(Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst) offers infor-
mation on studying in Germany, on selecting a university,
on admission criteria, and on preparing to embark on
studies in Germany. It also offers various types of schol-
arships to students across the globe for exchange, study-
ing German language, or studying on degree programs.
The DAAD has offices in many countries of the world, in-
cluding China, that actively offer information on how to
apply to study in Germany, and on academic collabora-
tion andmobility. For example, in China the DAAD has its
own social network accounts onWeChat andWeibo that
routinely distribute information on the application pro-
cess for studying in Germany, presents introductions to
specific German universities and cities, and reproduces
testimonials from current students.
In addition, Germany is one of the first countries in
the EU to actively seek to improve international students’
access to the labor market. In the context of the recent
political debate, international students were identified
as future skilled workers. The aim was to make access to
the labor market easier for them, especially in the infor-
mation technology sector. International graduates hold-
ing a degree from a German university are in a favorable
position for getting job offers. Moreover, due to their
linguistic skills and intercultural communication skills, in-
ternational students can serve as ‘connectors’ between
their countries of origin and destination. The latter factor
is particularly relevant for the export-oriented German
economy (Aksakal & Schmidt-Verkerk, 2014).
Given this policy context, there has been growing
concern over the extent to which German higher edu-
cation institutions (HEIs) manage to provide appropriate
and responsive academic and personal support for the in-
tegration of international students. While numerous sur-
veys have examined the macro-level trends in student
mobility and the quality of German HEIs, less attention
has been paid to the experiences of individual interna-
tional students.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate how Chi-
nese students integrate into German academic environ-
ments, what challenges they encounter while studying in
Germany, andwhat coping strategies they adopt for such
challenges. The following research questions guided the
study presented here: (1) what challenges do mainland
Chinese students encounter while studying and living in
Germany? (2)What strategies doChinese students use to
overcome challenges in their academic integration? and
(3) Is there a connection between academic and social in-
tegration among Chinese students studying in Germany?
2. Integration of International Students: The Research
Context
In earlier research on the academic and social integra-
tion and study progress of international students in a
foreign academic setting, the terms ‘integration’, ‘adap-
tation’, and ‘acculturation’ have been used interchange-
ably in different settings, carrying largely similar conno-
tations. This article chooses to use the term ‘integration’
because integration can be seen both as a goal and a
process. When it comes to social relations, the goal of
the German integration policy is that foreign newcom-
ers will establish a relatively robust relationship with the
host community, while not abandoning their home eth-
nic community and ethnic identity (Süssmuth, 2009). As
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a goal integration refers a situation in which newcomers
have attained at least a moderate level of language and
cultural competence within the country of settlement
that ensures their ability to thrive. It also implies that mi-
grants actively try to become a part of the surrounding
society (Budyta-Budzyńska, 2011). It can be said that a
successful adaptation presupposes that newcomers inte-
grate into their new living environments, which in turn is
usually a result of a successful acculturation process.
2.1. Academic and Social Integration
Tinto (1975, 1997) developed a model of student attri-
tion that laid a theoretical foundation for studying ter-
tiary student retention. In his model, Tinto established
the approximate parity between social and academic in-
tegration in their effects on dropout. The central concept
proposed in Tinto’s model is that a student’s integration
into the social and academic systems of the higher educa-
tion institution is what ultimately results in perseverance
or dropout. The higher the degree of integration of the
students into the college system, the less likely they are
to fail to fulfill a commitment and achieve goals leading to
the completion of their degree programs. A person’s aca-
demic integration can bemeasured in terms of the grade
performance and intellectual development achieved dur-
ing studies. While international students enter university
with various backgrounds and motivations, their integra-
tion into the higher education system will ultimately de-
termine their perseverance or dropout. Tinto describes
two imperative conditions for successful retention: (1) in-
stitutional experiences (involving the education system);
and (2) academic and social integration. Those who feel
at home, participate actively in extra-curricular activities,
and feel connectedwith fellow students and teachers are
more likely to persevere in their studies.
The predictive validity of Tinto’s model was tested
in various settings. One study suggested that students’
academic integration, together with educational objec-
tives, predicts their persistence in the HEIs (Bers &
Smith, 1991). In addition to formal studies, informal in-
teraction with faculty members plays a vital role in the
students’ academic integration (Terenzini & Pascarella,
1977). However, Tinto’s model does not specify the pro-
cess by which institutional experiences affect student
learning.While student characteristics prior to entrymay
affect their academic integration, the institutional expe-
rience results in a certain study effort and ultimately in
student persistence. A study by Severiens and Schmidt
(2009) examining institutional experiences of student
learning, found a direct positive effect of the learning
environment on international students’ progress in their
studies. A problem-based learning environment, more
than conventional programs, helped students to develop
their cognitive skills and stimulated them to acquire new
knowledge. Problem-based learning also appeared to be
successful in stimulating students to obtain credits, and
achieve a higher level of social and academic integration.
One of the key themes among the studies using
Tinto’s model is the relationship between academic
and social integration. The findings of Mannan (2007)
show that academic and social integration complement
each other among undergraduates. However, Rienties,
Beausaert, Grohnert, Niemantsverdriet and Kommers
(2012), who examined the validity of educators’ impres-
sions, found that international students are insufficiently
adjusted to higher education in their host countries, both
academically and socially, and that the extent of their
academic success is multifaceted. International students
with a (mixed) western backgroundwere better academi-
cally and socially integrated, and achieved a higher study
performance than did domestic students. By contrast,
international students with a non-western background
were less socially integrated, but still achieved a similar
study performance. The social adjustment of students
was negatively related to their study performance. These
findings suggest that the relationship between academic
and social integration processes is complex in nature and
merits further investigation.
Research on the social integration of international stu-
dents has particularly emphasized the positive effect of
establishing social networks with host nationals (Bochner,
McLeod, & Lin, 1977a; Coles & Swami, 2012). Research
has also shown that international students report less
homesickness, less loneliness, and greater satisfaction if
they have more host-national friends (Church, 1982; Hen-
drickson, Rosen, & Aune, 2011). Contacts with host na-
tionals have also been shown to enable international stu-
dents to develop local networks, attain a better under-
standing of local cultures, and acquire the necessary so-
cial skills (Li & Gasser, 2005). Yet in practice it may be
difficult to make contacts with host-nationals. It is rela-
tively easy for international students to form friendship
networks with co-national students (Bochner, McLeod, &
Lin, 1977b; Furnham & Alibhai, 1985; Hendrickson et al.,
2011).While contactwith co-nationals can play a vital role
in the international students’ social networks, engage-
ment with co-nationals may inhibit them from forming
friendship networks with representatives of the host soci-
ety (Church, 1982), and from acquiring or improving skills
in the host language (Maundeni, 2001), which impedes
intercultural learning processes (Kim, 2000). Accordingly,
Kim (2000) argues that co-national contacts only offer
short-term support, while contacts and friendships with
host-nationals are more important for social integration.
2.2. Chinese Learners in Western Higher Education
Studies focusing on the academic integration of Chinese
students inwesternHEIs have producedmixed and some-
times contradictory results. Kennedy (2002) found that
Chinese culture has an influence on Chinese students’
learning styles: Chinese students are low in individual-
ism and high in collectivism, and exhibit a strong sense
of belonging to a social group and a preference to work
together to solve problems (Kennedy, 2002; Nield, 2009;
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Sayers & Franklin, 2008) Some studies have found that
students from a Confucian cultural background have
more difficulties in adjusting to the western teaching
style than do their western peers. They may adopt a
less active learning strategy, and be hesitant about voic-
ing their own opinions in the classroom, while western
students are more used to participating actively in class
(Auyeung & Sands, 1996; Duanmu, Li, & Chen, 2009;
Strohschneider & Guss, 1999; Vita, 2001; Yuen & Lee,
1994). In addition, Cortazzi and Jin (1997) have shown
that Chinese and British students are likely to have differ-
ent expectations regarding students’ and teachers’ roles.
The Chinese students expect a teacher to be a ‘knowl-
edge model’ who gives students clear guidance for them
to follow, while British teachers act more as facilitators
of students’ learning by encouraging the learners’ own
creativity and independence.
However, there are other studies which contra-
dict these findings, suggesting that, contrary to the
Chinese student stereotype, Chinese learners have a
stronger preference for high-level, meaning–based learn-
ing strategies and prefer to avoid rote learning. Kennedy
(2002) found that Chinese students can adopt new learn-
ing styles when the learning context changes and new
learning approaches are needed. Thus, more active and
communicative modes of learning may be preferred to
a traditional teacher-centered style. According to Durkin
(2008), Chinese students approach their learning tasks by
adopting a strategic attitude to learning. She found that
most East Asianmaster’s students opted for amiddleway
which synergizes their own cultural approach to critical
thinking with western-style critical thinking and debate
that are culturally acceptable to them. In this way inter-
national students, without being fully acculturated, be-
come ‘empathetic insiders’, who understand and value
the new practices, perceiving them as opportunities for
growth and development. Zhang (2013) also found that
someChinese studentswould choose amiddleway to im-
prove their linguistic competence for better academic in-
tegration. Instead of approaching native speakers, some
Chinese students tried to make friends with other non-
Chinese students to practice their English and thus gain
more confidence in intercultural communication.
2.3. Chinese Students in Germany
Given the relatively large number of Chinese students in
German HEIs, little research has so far been conducted
on this group. The existing literature suggests that Chi-
nese students studying inGermany share someproblems
with those in other countries, such as language issues, fi-
nancial stress, loneliness, and difficulties in academic in-
tegration. Zhu (2012, 2016) explored Chinese students’
academic adjustment in four phases: pre-departure, ini-
tial, developing, and final phase. She found that Chi-
nese students’ insufficient preparation (language pro-
ficiency and knowledge about German universities) in
the pre-departure phase led to difficulties in the initial
phase. The students often described their initial experi-
ences as a ‘catastrophe’, as they were not at all famil-
iar with the academic system in Germany. In the devel-
oping phase, Chinese students reported progress in Ger-
man language and knowledge about German universi-
ties, which facilitated their further development. One
major challenge in the developing phase was to nego-
tiate the difference in academic expectations between
home and host universities. In the final phase, Chinese
students showed understanding and appreciation of the
expectations at German universities. German language
proficiency, academic support, and personal effort to-
gether influenced the Chinese students’ academic adjust-
ment at German universities.
Moreover, Chinese students studying in Germany
with German as the language of instruction reported
greater challenges in their academic and social integra-
tion (Zhou, 2009). The study by Mao (2011) showed that
only half of the international students had studied Ger-
man before arriving in Germany, while the rest began
learning German only on arriving in the country. Conse-
quently, less than one third of Chinese students taking
part in the study could report that their proficiency inGer-
man was ‘good’ or ‘very good’, even though their studies
in a German university had already begun (Mao, 2011).
By examining a group of German and a group of Chi-
nese students, Luo and Kück (2011) examined the sim-
ilarities and differences between these students’ learn-
ing behaviors and styles. They found that the learning
styles of the two groups were amazingly close, as both
groups were oriented towards improving their compe-
tence and being creative through self-motivation. In ad-
dition, they used similar learning methods, such as self-
learning and asking questions, and viewed the lecturers
as professional andmoral examples in academic settings.
This demonstrates that cultural differences do not neces-
sarily affect the learning approaches of German and Chi-
nese students.
Guan (2007) comparedChinese andGerman students’
adjustment at the University of Bremen and the Univer-
sity of Göttingen. His research at theUniversity of Bremen
the former research suggested that the concept of self
played an important role in the adjustment of Chinese stu-
dents; while at the University of Göttingen he found that
when facing difficulties Chinese students used different
resources from their German counterparts to deal with
the problem. Most Chinese students preferred to turn to
books and media instead of talking with native Germans.
In sum, much of the literature on the academic and
social integration of international students adopts a cul-
tural perspective focusing on the tensions caused by at-
tempts to copewith cultural differences in a new environ-
ment. The research presented in this articlewas contextu-
alized in different literatures concerning the nature of in-
ternational students’ intercultural communication and in-
tercultural experience. Yet the emphasis was not placed
on cultural difference as such, but encompassed various
challenges facing the students arising from cultural, peda-
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gogical, linguistic, and institutional perspectives that are
also due to the stress of integrating into the larger soci-
etal context in addition to the academic context.
Meanwhile, while much attention has been paid to
‘cultural difference’, less has been paid to the processes
of learning, which may be identical across different cul-
tural and academic settings. As the foregoing literature
review shows, learning styles may be similar among stu-
dents from different cultural backgrounds. Strategies for
the academic integration of international students may
prove to be just as useful when implemented in a brand
new academic setting.
For the purposes of the research presented here, the
list of relevant questions concerned how students cope
with pedagogical and cultural differences, participate in
classroomand group learning, interact with teachers and
classmates inside and outside class, and how they suc-
ceed in their assessments. Social integration refers to a
process or state where students establish relatively ro-
bust relationships with host-national individuals or com-
munities and take part in diverse social activities. Since
the focus of this article is on the academic integration
of Chinese students, the examination of their social inte-
gration is limited to whether their social integration facil-
itates their academic integration.
3. Data and Methods
Data collected through semi-structured interviews were
used to explore the challenges and coping strategies of
academic integration among Chinese students in Ger-
many. The author interviewed 26 mainland Chinese
tertiary-level degree students in twoGerman universities
during spring and summer 2016. Most of the interview
questions (except those eliciting demographic informa-
tion) were open-ended questions enabling students to
talk freely and in depth within the range of the research
questions, while also allowing flexibility to delve into top-
icswhichwere not expected at the beginning of the study.
All interviews were conducted by the author inMandarin
Chinese to lower the potential barrier of cultural and lin-
guistic difference, while allowing the students to delve
deeper into the subject of interest. Most of the inter-
views were conducted at two German universities. Both
universities are large research and teaching HEIs offering
instruction in the main academic disciplines.
Multiple methods were used to recruit interviewees.
First, the author asked the international offices of the
two participating universities to send invitations to all
mainland Chinese students registered in these universi-
ties to participate in the research. The students who vol-
unteered to participate in the research were contacted
by email, instant message, or telephone. Second, snow-
ball sampling was used. The research participants were
encouraged to invite their friends and other mainland
Chinese students who might be interested in joining the
research. Third, a research assistant helped to distribute
the invitation to interviews through the local Chinese stu-
dents’ association network. Among the interviewees, 16
were female and 12 male students. All participants were
in their twenties with an average age of 24 years for fe-
male and 26 for male students. The interviewees came
from various academic backgrounds: five were study-
ing natural sciences, four social sciences, three mechani-
cal engineering, threemedicine, three computer science,
three sports management, two arts and humanities, two
German linguistics, one English literature.
Most of the interviewees came from urban middle
and upper middle class family backgrounds in China. The
group of interviewees included students who had just
come to study in Germany for one semester, and those
who had come to Germany for more than five years. As
the time interval and integration phases of the intervie-
wees were diverse, the author was able to explore which
features of academic integration manifest in different
phases. Students who had moved to Germany recently
had fresh experience of ‘culture shock’, while the senior
students gave lively accounts of how they had managed
to overcome academic integration problems in different
stages and on their development trajectories. The inter-
views lasted from one to three hours. The shared lan-
guage and cultural background facilitated communica-
tion between the interviewer and the interviewees. All
interviews were recorded and transcribed. The interview
data were analyzed using interpretative content analysis;
particularly interesting insights were written down dur-
ing the interview, but most of the analyses were carried
out on the basis of the interview transcripts.
In the following section, the challenges and coping
strategies of Chinese students’ academic integration into
Germany will be discussed in detail. In presenting the
findings, no such personal data is revealed that would
make the interviewees recognizable. The anonymity of
respondents is protected, and no real name is disclosed
in the article. In the quotations, gender and major sub-
ject will serve to characterize the respondents. Cita-
tions from the interviews conducted in mandarin Chi-
nese were translated into English by the author.
4. Findings
4.1. Challenges in Academic Integration
Most of the Chinese students in Germany were study-
ing abroad for the first time in their lives. The challenges
they encountered during their academic integration can
be categorized into the following themes: language bar-
rier, knowledge gap, cultural difference, and pedagogi-
cal difference.
4.1.1. Language Barrier
All Chinese students interviewed stressed the impor-
tance of German linguistic proficiency in their studies. In-
deed, many interviewees had come to study in Germany
specifically because they wanted to be fluent in German.
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Some mentioned that they wanted to be fluent in Ger-
man because they were influenced by German culture
and its specifics, such as football or automobiles. Some
interviewees estimated that, in addition to achieving aca-
demic success in their major subjects, fluency in German
was a great added value for their future careers, as the
quotation below shows:
It is very common for my generation to go to study in
the UK, the cost is higher but you can graduate with
yourM.A. in one year (after completing the bachelor’s
degree). However, I chose to study in Germany be-
cause there are relatively fewer people speaking Ger-
man compared to English. When I graduate, I would
not only have a diploma from a country with a good
reputation for higher education, but also speak two
foreign languages. (Female, Medicine)
The language barrier has been mentioned repeatedly in
many earlier studies as a major challenge to the integra-
tion of international students. However, the extent and
severity of the language problems among Chinese stu-
dents are greater in Germany than in English-speaking
countries for three reasons as follows: First, German is
the second or third foreign language for most of the Chi-
nese students.While there are international high schools
that teach German as a foreign language in China, most
of the students study German for one to two years in
China or in Germany, and then take the German lan-
guage test DSH or TestDaf in order to be enrolled in a Ger-
man HEI. However, even if they succeed in obtaining the
language certificate, their linguistic capacity is often far
from sufficient to accomplish their academic tasks. The
following quotations show that studying inGerman is not
easy for Chinese students:
I think the most difficult challenge in studying here is
the language. You don’t knowwhat the teacher is talk-
ing about, don’t know what your classmates are talk-
ing about, and when you read the book you want to
tear the book apart….You know that when we were in
China,we studied English formany years fromprimary
school to university and when we go abroad it is still
difficult to use English. Not to evenmentionmastering
German in the short term. Even if we had passed the
language test, and had studied the language for two
years, when we entered the classroom, we still found
ourselves far behind. I think it is necessary for the Ger-
man universities to reform the DSH test becausemost
foreign students who passed the test are still not flu-
ent enough in German. (Male, Media Studies)
Although I had passed the DSH exam, I still had diffi-
culty adapting to using German language in daily life
as well as in academic settings. I found that the Ger-
man language that people used in daily life was to-
tally different from what we studied in class back in
China. The use of vocabulary is different, and people
from different regions have different accents. They
also tend to speak faster than the listening material
we learned from in our classes. It took me about one
to two semesters to get used to using German in my
daily life. (Male, Sports Management)
Second, the German language taught in China was not
the same as the German that the students used in their
academic and daily lives. Even for the students of Ger-
man linguistics it took some time to get used to this:
After coming here (Germany), I found that the things
we learned in China were just on paper. I only realized
after living in Germany that the (German) language is
not spoken in that way (that we learned in China). The
cassettes that we listened to in class were very slow,
while in reality they speakmuch faster.When I listened
to the German teacher explaining in German, it still
took some time before I could truly adapt….I think it
took around twomonths. (Female, German Linguistics)
For some other students not involved in studying Ger-
man linguistics, it might take up to two years to get used
to studying in Germany.
Third, the studentswhopassed theGerman language
tests were adequate in communicating in daily life in Ger-
man, but their academic vocabulary for their major sub-
jects was still limited. However, in the German-taught
classes, German and international students studied to-
gether as the teachers did not take them and their spe-
cial demands into account. This caused problems for
some interviewees:
The teachers will teach according to the tempo of Ger-
man students, without taking into consideration the
difficulty of foreigners to follow the class in their sec-
ond or third foreign language. The pace of the class
is often really fast, and there is some vocabulary or
even teachers’ writing on the blackboard that are in-
comprehensible for us. (Male, Electrical Engineering)
However, those studentswho had participated in the Stu-
dienkollege before they began their bachelor’s studies in
Germany, generally had better linguistic proficiency than
those who had only taken language classes before enter-
ing German universities.
By contrast, Chinese students on English-taught inter-
national master’s programs seemed to encounter fewer
problems. Although they still needed to expand their vo-
cabulary and improve their proficiency in spoken English,
the language alone was less of an issue for them com-
pared to those who studied in German.
4.1.2. Knowledge Gap
Notably, Chinese students studying their major subjects
in either German or in English reported difficulties in un-
derstanding the contents of teaching:
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At the beginning of my studies I could understand
at most 30 to 40 percent of the teaching. For some
classes that were difficult, my understanding was
even less than 30 to 40 percent, because even if I had
taken the class in Chinese I wouldn’t have been able
to understand everything. I feel I was not as good as
my fellow classmates. (Male, Electrical Engineering)
The difficulty of understanding the content of teaching
was often due to gaps in the Chinese students’ knowledge
background due to differences in curriculum content and
structure betweenGerman and Chinese universities. Even
for the students coming to study in Germany under bilat-
eral agreements the courses they had taken in Chinawere
not entirely compatible with the German courses:
What we learn here is very difficult, combined with
the abstruse language, it is really torture to under-
stand what the book is trying to say. The classes in
which we have background knowledge from classes
we took in China were a bit better. But if we hadn’t
learned something before, we needed to start from
the beginning, and this the most difficult part….Once
we were required to understand the mechanism of a
machine. In China, we had never studied the mech-
anism behind this machine before. There were at
least two to three classes of knowledge gap between
our current knowledge reserve and the knowledge re-
quired to accomplish this task. We had to work for
ten days from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. in the library with
help fromothers to solve that. It almost drove us crazy.
(Male, Machine Mechanics)
The curricula and the focus of studies in China may be so
completely different from those in Germany that some
students had to study those courses over again. Failing a
course was a frustrating experience for many:
Media studies in China generally focuses on practi-
cal issues, like how to do an interview and how to
produce TV programs. But the courses we took here
were more focused on the theoretical side. We have
courses in sociology, history, philosophy, literature,
etc. It makes me frustrated….It was often that after
one semester, I still had no clue what some courses
were about. I have never failed classes before, but
failing classes here became so common that I be-
came numb…many things I know in Chinese. But I
don’t know how to express myself in German. Thus,
although I have abundant knowledge in my head, I
couldn’t tell it to others. (Male, Media Studies)
In the first semester, I could understand most of
the basic courses. But for some classes that required
content-specific background knowledge, such as one
class that called Althochdeutsch (Old High German
OHG), I basically could not understand everything. (Fe-
male, German Linguistics)
Surprisingly, failing a lot of classes was a common theme
mentioned by several interviewees. Many of them men-
tioned that they had never failed a class in China, but af-
ter they came to Germany, the combined challenge of
studying a rigorous module in a foreign language caused
them to fail classes more often than before. According to
the rules in Germany, if a student fails class three times,
he or she will no longer be allowed to study that major
in any German university. This increased the stress the
Chinese students were enduring.
4.1.3. Cultural Difference
Some of the interviewees mentioned that their difficul-
ties in academic integration were caused by differences
in cultural practices. This was especially evident among
students of humanities and social sciences. Inmost cases,
the studentswere not able to specifywhat theymeant by
‘culture’. This is understandable as cultural phenomena
are often immanent, and hidden culture featuring tacit
cultural knowledge (such as values and norm systems)
is difficult to recognize. The situation was different with
visible cultural characteristics. Cultural differences were
obvious in cultural studies, for instance in learning expe-
riences which required the students to read literature or
review films. One of the interviewees said:
Sometimes in the class, the teacher mentioned a cer-
tain author, film director or element of a genre of film
and my classmates immediately responded. However,
I might not have any clue of what they were referring
to, or at least I would not know how to express it in
German. Also, the same element, such as a portrait of
a dragon in a film, is also quite different in a German
film and in a Chinese film. Such cultural differences
often cause difficulty for me to follow in class. I found
the samedifficulty understanding a Chinese filmwhen
it was shown in my class. (Female, Film Studies)
In some cases cultural differences were reflected in dif-
ferentways of thinking and approaching knowledge. One
of the senior students compared the German tradition of
analytical thinking and debate culture with Chinese tradi-
tions as follows:
I think integration is a very bloodyword, that after you
become integrated, the uncomfortable feeling will al-
ways accompany you that on the surface you look like
a German, but in fact it is a burden you have to carry
with you. Take the critical thinking and debate culture
in Germany for example, they like to think this is a
constructive way of solving problems.….Germans like
to tear the whole thing apart, and analyze where a
problem is, then they will find the solution, and tell
you point by point they are right. This kind of ana-
lytical thinking and debate culture is totally different
from the humane way of dealing with conflict as low
key as possible in China. It conflicts with the humane
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touch of Chinese society where unnecessary conflicts
are usually avoided. (Male, Higher Education)
4.1.4. Pedagogical Differences
While the classes in China often took the form of teacher-
centered lecturing, the learning methods used in Ger-
man classrooms may be more diverse, including group
assignments, classroom discussion, and so on.
Having been provided with answers for many years
and having being taught to respect the views of authority,
some Chinese students found questioning and challeng-
ing peers and lecturers engendered acute discomfort
(Wu, 2015).Most of the Chinese students interviewed re-
ported that they would not join in the classroom discus-
sion. The language barrier was the main issue prevent-
ing them from active engagement in class. The following
students, who had already studied in German HEIs for
four years, reported still having problems in taking part
in classroom discussions:
Until now I can basically know what the teacher was
talking about in class, because the teachermust be talk-
ing around themain topic. But I have noway to predict
what the classmates were about to say. My response
reflex is still much slower than the native speakers, and
it is not possible for the other students to repeat the
content again. That is why I couldn’t join in the class-
room discussion so well, because I could understand
what the teachers were talking about because their ex-
pressions are predictable, but following what the class-
mates were saying is still difficult. (Male, Sociology)
Many other reasons also contributed to a perceived lack
of participation of Chinese students in class: First, ac-
customed to the Chinese teaching and learning environ-
ment, some Chinese students felt they were expected to
give the ‘right answer’ to the teachers’ questions. They
would be reluctant to articulate what came into their
minds in class. Second, their silence in class might also
be linked to individual personality traits, such as shyness
and modesty. They were not accustomed to the western
debate culture in class, and would prefer to say nothing.
Lastly, a number of students felt a need to know more
about the teaching content to provide their own feed-
back in class, as seen in the following remark:
In the beginning, I would not participate in the class-
room discussion because I was really afraid that I
would make a mistake if I spoke up in class, and that
would make me feel ashamed. So I was basically an-
swering the teacher’s questions by heart by myself.
Even if sometimes I found the answers from my class-
mates were wrong, I would still not correct them. (Fe-
male, Computer Engineering)
Moreover, examinations in German HEIs take different
forms from those in China. While in China most exams
are written exams, the German exams may also be oral.
This form of examination could be quite intimidating for
Chinese students, since they had never encountered an
oral exam before.
Besides different forms of exams, the final mark usu-
ally entails several pieces of essay writing. The students
interviewedwere still struggling to use German language
or, lacking experience in essay writing, might fail to de-
liver what their teachers were looking for in their work.
In addition, the students studying humanities and so-
cial sciences were often required to write several essays
throughout the whole semester, which could be a daunt-
ing and demanding task for the Chinese students. As one
of the students said:
There were four modules in our major for each
semester. For each of the modules one essay of
around 30 pages was required. Together we needed
to write about 120 pages for one semester. It took me
about one semester to adapt to such intensity of read-
ing and writing. (Female, English Linguistics)
Some of the examsmight also be group projects in which
the students needed to collaborate to develop a busi-
ness project or industrial model by themselves. Some
of the students interviewed stated that this was the
most difficult form of assessment since their knowledge
deficit was still too big to fulfill the demand of complet-
ing the project by themselves. Coupledwith the pressure
from working with classmates from other cultural back-
grounds this created acute stress for them to cope with.
However, it was also a perfect opportunity for them to
learn from their peers while doing a group project on
their own.
5. Chinese Students’ Academic Integration Strategies
5.1. Social Integration and Academic Integration
The research findings imply that social integration could
facilitate Chinese students’ academic integration, but
those students who were not socially integrated still
managed to achieve their academic goals. This result
is similar to the findings of the study by Rienties et al.
(2012), but additional explanations and nuances can be
presented in light of the present study.
Based on the interview data, it can be said that so-
cial integration facilitates academic integration mainly
through enhancing the students’ proficiency in German
language and their understanding of German culture.
The interviewees explained their experiences as follows:
I intentionally chose to live in a WG (shared dormi-
tory) with five German flat mates. They are very pa-
tient in helping me improve my German, and always
speak more slowly when talking to me. One of my flat
mates said tome, “Why you still say it the wrongway?
You have to listen carefully how we say it.” I followed
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her advice and now my German is much better than
before. (Female, English Linguistics)
Spoken German cannot be learned only through tak-
ing classes. You have to get into contact with peo-
ple. Because different people have different habits of
speaking, and use different expressions. Some speak
fast, slow, clear, or unclear. You have to get used to
different speaking habits of different people. (Female,
Computer Science)
While some students were frustrated by their initial fail-
ure and communication problems, and would prefer to
socialize with only Chinese students, those who man-
aged to step out from the co-national network had ben-
efited from their efforts, which had facilitated their aca-
demic integration and enriched their personal lives:
I think one of the major losses of many Chinese after
coming here is that they seemed to have lost the ca-
pacity to communicatewith other people like they did
in China. That they were all hiding at home, do not
get in touch with the society or the people. I think a
social network is not something that you only estab-
lish when you need it. Like some of the assignments I
need to do for my class, I got help from a friend of a
friend. An established network will also help you gain
more trust when you are looking for a job. (Female,
Mass Media Studies)
However, the students studying very demanding subjects
expressed their frustration with the heavy burden of
study assignments so that they could not afford to spend
as much time on social activities as local or exchange
students. For them, social integration might impede aca-
demic integration since their study tasks were so burden-
some that the students needed to concentrate and de-
vote all their time to their studies. To facilitate better aca-
demic integration, the studentsmanaged to achieve their
study goals by utilizing their social networks with other
Chinese students, especially senior ones, and relying on
the professionals that they could find in the internet:
We often have group tutor sessions with senior Chi-
nese students. They do not necessarily understand
everything, but it is nevertheless helpful for us. (Fe-
male, Chemistry)
The findings show that, no matter whether with host-
national, international or co-national students, teaching
and learning from others greatly facilitates learning. As
one of the Chinese students described his experience:
I often discuss with my classmates. Some knowledge
I can read for a day without understanding anything.
But discussing with others for one hour can be more
efficient than studying bymyself for many days. Some
knowledge you don’t understand but others might
have comprehended very well. Just a few examples
and youwill get the clue….Most of us are helping each
other. Nobody can say that I understand everything
in this class that I don’t need to discuss with others.
(Male, Electronics)
Further, the Chinese students rely on online networks
with other Chinese to facilitate their better academic in-
tegration in Germany. There are various online discus-
sion forums, social media, or websites such as Zhihu1
(similar to Quora) that are dedicated to helping netizens
solve difficult issues. As in the examplementioned above,
one of the students had a pressing task so that it was only
with the help of professionals that the students found
online through a Chinese website that they managed to
complete the assignment.
It can therefore be stated in summary that social inte-
gration is helpful for Chinese students’ better academic
integration, since it enhances their linguistic proficiency
in German and enlightens them about German culture,
enriches their personal lives, and helps them open doors
to new opportunities. However, even without a host-
national network, most Chinese students still managed
to achieve their academic goals since they relied on their
Chinese peers and senior students, as well as on pro-
fessionals that they found online. Teaching and learning
from others or in a team have proven to be an effective
means to achieve better academic integration, no mat-
ter if the others are co-national, host-national, or inter-
national students.
5.2. Critical Thinking and Debate Culture
The Chinese students generally had to go through a
phase of gaining a clearer understanding of the learn-
ing content, and then to the next stage of critical think-
ing. The most academically successful students generally
developed their capability for critical thinking through
their studies. Their better understanding of learning con-
tent generally built upon their improved German/English
language skills. To compensate for the difficulties in fol-
lowing teaching in class, they would generally invest ex-
tra hours at home to digest the material before and af-
ter class. After their understanding of the learning ma-
terial improved through intensive reading, the students
would gradually develop critical thinking skills so that
they began to form their own judgments about the learn-
ing material and express these in their academic work
and in class:
Most of the education in China stopped at the phase
of understanding. However, they didn’t teach the stu-
dents to ask ‘so what?’ after they have acquired the
knowledge. I think the main difference in German
higher education is that theywill give a broad perspec-
tive of the field by asking you to read different articles
1 Zhihu is an online platform to ask questions and connect with people who contribute unique insights and quality answers.
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and book chapters in one semester. After you have es-
tablished a systematic knowledge of the field, you will
need to critically form your own opinion. This is what
is lacking in Chinese higher education. And the pro-
cess of critical and innovative thinking is also the be-
ginning of academic research. I think it will take a long
process to adjust to acquire the critical thinking capa-
bility. It is an enlightening process, and this process is
lacking in Chinese higher education system. (Female,
German Linguistics)
However, there were also students who took a nega-
tive view of the critical thinking strategy as a learning
approach in German universities. One of the intervie-
wees said:
I think the critical thinking I witness in the classes
here is quite superficial. Sometimes the students give
their opinions and judgments on a certain topic based
on their own experience or sometimes based on par-
tial examples from reality. In the classes in China, the
teacher told us in the first class: ‘I don’t expect you
to give any opinion on the text for now. You need to
fully understand the content first. So I will guide you
to read the original text word by word so that you
can have a better understanding of the author.’ (Fe-
male, Sociology)
5.3. Benefit from Past Learning Experience
While the challenges posed by studying in a German HEI
were great, some Chinese students could benefit from
their previous study experiences in China that smoothed
the transition. Their previous education in China had
trained them to be resilient and tenacious, so that the
challenges they faced in Germany were overcome by a
‘can-do spirit’. One interviewee thought that Chinese stu-
dents have been well trained to cope with learning tasks
abroad after years and years of training in a highly com-
petitive education system:
I think my western peers can be easily frustrated since
they are more self-centered and used to getting what
they want. And when they cannot get what they want,
they feel pain. They are thebest andbrightest students
so that they always feel they can control their lives. But
for us, we are used to not being able to have full con-
trol over our lives. No matter where you are born, af-
ter being through a college entrance exam, we have
all experienced an abundant amount of failure training.
Most of the Chinese students I know, as long as they
have the perseverance to proceed, can finish their
studies. I have never seen anyone develop psychologi-
cal issues because of study pressure. (Female, Law)
Unlike many studies that assume rote learning is only
a surface learning method adopted strategically by stu-
dents to pass exams, one of the interviewees said that
throughmemorizing, hemanaged to achieve a better un-
derstanding than before:
There is an old Chinese saying that, read for a thou-
sand times, the meaning will reveal itself. For some
of the formulas I don’t understand I will try to mem-
orize them. After reciting, reiterating, and comparing
with other examples, slowly you will know what it is
about. (Male, physics)
Those students with adequate language skills felt that
completing the study tasks was no longer a cause of
concern. Adopting a strategic approach towards learning,
one female student described her experience:
I think an exam is something that the Chinese worry
about the least, because we grew up with exams. Al-
though you don’t understand one hundred percent of
what the teachers were saying in class, there is still
hope. They will give us all the PowerPoints to study
by ourselves. Even if you still don’t understand, you
can ask the teacher. (Female, Medicine)
6. Conclusion
In conclusion, the difficulty of using a foreign language in
academic contexts combined with knowledge gap, peda-
gogical differences, and cultural differences posed chal-
lenges for the Chinese students to achieve academic suc-
cess. Many students expressed frustration at their lack
of linguistic proficiency and adequate general knowledge
causing them to fail many classes like never before. How-
ever, these challenges also served as a stimulus to come
up with new strategies that were more appropriate for
their own learning habits and personal dispositions.
Social integration has been proven to facilitate Chi-
nese students’ better academic integration by enhancing
their linguistic proficiency and improving their cultural
awareness. Nevertheless, this is not an absolute prereq-
uisite for better academic integration since the Chinese
studentswithout strong social tieswithGerman students
also managed to achieve their academic goals by turning
to other Chinese for help. The key strategy for studying
difficult subjects appeared to be learning in a team with
others, regardless of nationality, so that through mutual
teaching and learning, the students’ study efficiency was
greatly enhanced.
The western way of critical thinking and debate was
another key barrier that also revealed the underlying cul-
tural difference between east and west. Some intervie-
wees thought that criticism is a missing phenomenon
in Chinese education, and that Chinese students only
begin to achieve critical awareness after coming to
study abroad. However, others doubt the efficiency of
putting it into practice prematurely in class when the stu-
dents have not yet reached advanced comprehension of
the learning material. Meanwhile, analytical and critical
thinking are claimed to be incompatible with Chinese cul-
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ture, which emphasizes being humane and avoiding un-
necessary conflict.
Contrary to the conventional stereotype of Chinese
studentswho only rely on ‘learning by rote’ and passively
listening to teachers in class, this research shows that
the students were actually resourceful and innovative
in pursing their academic goals through active participa-
tion and learning through various sources and platforms.
Rote learning was utilized as a pathway to better deep
learning. Some interviewees argued that the Chinese stu-
dents are well-equipped to meet academic challenges in
a foreign context since they are used to high pressure ex-
ams, and have acquired resilience and tenacity to meet
the challenges of academic integration since they have
lived through one of themost competitive education sys-
tems in the world.
Recognizing the challenges of Chinese students’ aca-
demic integration and the strategies used to cope with
these challenges helps the HEIs to adapt to the demands
of foreign students. Most German HEIs provide orienta-
tion lectures and activities to facilitate the integration of
international students. However, according to the find-
ings of this study, such orientation activities did not suf-
ficiently address the challenges international students
face in adapting to German academic environments. It
is recommended that the German HEIs organize specific
initiatives to address the academic integration of interna-
tional students, such as mentoring projects that help the
students to adapt to their new learning environments
more easily. Offering extensive language courses would
also be helpful for students using a foreign language in
an academic setting. Lastly, academic institutions could
organize more social activities with faculty members and
students to promote social networking between interna-
tional students, faculty members, and other fellow stu-
dents, thereby enhancing international students’ class
communication, and facilitating their integration into the
academic and social environments of the host country.
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